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QUADRATIC VARIATION OF POTENTIALS
AND HARMONIC FUNCTIONS

BY

GUNNAR A. BROSAMLER

Abstract. We prove the existence of a finite quadratic variation for stochastic

processes u( Y), where Y is Brownian motion on a Green domain of R", stopped upon

reaching the Martin boundary, and « is a positive superharmonic function on the

domain. As by-products we have results which are also of interest from a non-

probabilistic point of view.

1. Introduction and summary. Let X={Xt, 0 = t = T<co}bea stochastic process

with a.e. continuous sample paths; let 7rn be a sequence of partitions of [0, T\

given by 0 = t0n) <t¡n)<--- <tg=T. Let S2(X, 7rn) = 2?r01 (X^-X^f. Then

it may be important to know the asymptotic behaviour of the random variable

S2(X, irn), if \\Trn\\=maxj(t}fx — tin))-^-0. If a limit exists in some sense it is

called the quadratic variation of X.

This problem was studied first by P. Levy in the case where X is Brownian

motion on [0, T]. Levy obtained Lj-convergence of S2(X, irn) if |irB| -> 0 and a.e.

convergence if either {wj is monotone and |n-B|| -> 0 or if 2 ||tb|| <oo. In this case

the limit is the constant T. Since under very general assumptions continuous

martingales can be obtained as images of Brownian motion under a random time

change [2] it is suggestive to expect similar results for continuous martingales. In

[7], the problem of quadratic variation was studied for ¿¡»-martingales which can

be written as stochastic integrals with respect to Brownian motion. In [4] L\-

convergence of S2(X, ir„) was proved for the wider class of continuous La-martin-

gales X, if ||irB|| -> 0. In that paper it was also pointed out that the increasing process

A of the Doob decomposition of the submartingale X2 plays an important role.

The most recent work is a paper by Millar [6] which discusses convergence of

S2(X, 7rB) in probability of Lj-bounded martingales. This includes of course

martingales for which X2 may fail to be a submartingale because EXt2 = oo. Under

stronger assumptions Millar obtains convergence of S(X, rrn) in L„-norm.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the quadratic variation of a process

{u(Yt),t^0} where

(1) y is Brownian motion on some Green domain £2ç Rn, stopped upon reaching

3£2, the Martin boundary of ÎÎ,
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(2) u is either a potential on £î or the difference of two positive harmonic

functions on Q, and is extended to 8Ü. by its fine boundary function u*.

We shall show that a quadratic variation of the process i/( Y) always exists in

the sense that S2(m(T), 7rn) converges in probability for very general {7rn}, and we

shall compute the value of the limit. Under somewhat stronger assumptions we

shall obtain convergence of S(w( T), rrn) a.e. and also in £2-norm if « is a potential

and in £„-norm (/» > 1) if u is harmonic. In §5 we derive a generalized version of a

formula of K. Ito.

For our proofs we shall use results in [4], [6] for martingales and make use of the

theory of additive functionals for 77-dimensional Brownian motion. This theory is

presented for general Markov processes e.g. in [1].

The statements on a.e. convergence of Siui Y), trn) will be obtained from a lemma

on martingales whose derivation we give in §2 and which strengthens a theorem

in [7].

As by-products of our discussion we will have a few results which might also be

interesting from a strictly nonprobabilistic point of view. Finally we remark that

parts of our theorems have formulations in terms of general superharmonic

functions.

Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank Professor J. L. Doob for

suggesting the problem and his kind'interest during the preparation of this paper.

2. Three lemmas for martingales. Let M={Mt, %t, O^r^oo} be a martingale

for which almost all sample paths are continuous and EM2 <co and & = &+• All

processes will be assumed adapted to 3rt. The submartingale M2 is of class (£) and

moreover, because of the continuity of the M-paths, regular in the sense of [5].

Therefore M2 has a Doob decomposition:

M2 = M2 + Nt + At,       0 S í á oo,

where Nt is a continuous martingale and At is a continuous nondecreasing process

and No = A0 = 0. The decomposition is unique.

Let {rrn} be a sequence of partitions given by

0 = t™ < tin) <■■■< tjg < 00

such that (1) f&> -* 00, (2) Kl = max, (r^ -/;»>) -► 0.

Let S2iM, O = I, (M^ - Mt<»>)2.

The following lemma is essentially contained in [4].

Lemma 2.1. If M, A, {irn} are as above, then S2iM,irn)^- Ax in Lx-norm and

hence in probability.

Lemma 2.2. If M, A, -nn are as above then as O^s^t^00,

(a) £(A£ - Ms)2 = EiAt - A,), (b) £(M( - Msy Ú 30£(^ - A)2.

Proof. Assume first that s=0, M0 = 0 a.e. In this case (a) follows from the

definition of A and (b) is essentially contained in Theorem 6.2 in [6]. We shall give
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here a different derivation of (b) : By [2] we know that we can redefine M in such a

way that there is a one-dimensional Brownian motion Y for which A is a random

time change and for which YAt = Mt.

However:

{XYt-tYt2 + y2,%t,t H}

is a martingale as is easily seen from the fact that the function

u(y,t) = \y±-ty2+\t2

is a solution of \uyy + ut=0. Therefore, for any stopping time t,

{\YtM-(t A  T)Yt2Al + ir(t A  r)2, &, t ^ 0},

is also a martingale. Hence

\EY?M+\E(t A t)2 = E(t A t)Y?m

where the expectations are finite. Applying the Schwarz inequality, we obtain :

(EY^)2-30EYt\x-E(t A r)2 + 9{E(t A r)2}2 ^ 0,

which implies E F(4AT á 30£(í A t)2. Letting i f oo we obtain by Fatou's Lemma and

the monotone convergence theorem

EY* = 30Et2.

Letting r = At, (b) follows.

The general case can be reduced to the one just considered: If we define

M¡ = Mt+s-Ms, í5í = í5í+s, then {M't, %'t, 0 = t^co} is a martingale for which

M'o = 0 a.e. The fact that {Mt2-At, fyf, O^r^oo} is a martingale implies that

{Ml2 — A't, iy¡, Oáíáoo} is a martingale for A't = At + s — As. Hence the increasing

process in the Doob decomposition of M'2 is A't.

Lemma 2.3. Let M and A be as above. Let a.e. A-(co) be absolutely continuous

with respect to Lebesgue measure and let J™ E(A2) dt<oo. If {nn} is a sequence of

partitions such that tknl -> oo and 2 ||itb|| <oo, then S2(M, tt„) ->- Am a.e.

Proof, (a) It is easy to see that ES2(M, ■nv) = EAt^\

(b) We show now that

E{S2(M, rrn)-At<nf S 31 2 E(At?Á-Atr)2.
i

The left side equals

[fen - 1 -| 2

2 i(MWi - Mtr? ~ (4j& - Atr))
1 = 0

=   2  E{(Méfíl-Mtr)2-(Alf^-Air)}2.
1=0
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The latter equation holds because the summands are orthogonal. This is derived

as follows. If tx<t2<t3<r4, then

£{(A£4 - Mt3)2 - iAtl - Ah)}{(Mt2 -Mh)2-iAh- Ah)}

= E[{iMh - Mh)2 - iAt2 - Ah)}E{iMti - Mta)2 - (^ - AH) | &J].

But the conditional expectation is 0 because Mf — At is a martingale. Now

E{S\M, «¿-A^fi  2 {E(Mt^-Mtry + EiAt^-A^f}

and by Lemma 2.2

g31  f EiA^-At?)2.
¡=o

£{|£2(A/,7rn)-^<nn)| > e} ij2E{S2iM,rrn)-At$2

(C) 31  *n-l

= ̂ - 2 ^(^i^i-^r)2-

Now

(A^-A^y = ( j + itdtj ú im\-tn¡* à2dt,

and therefore

P{\S\M,irn)-At%\ >e}^ K«   \l"nEiÀ2)dt.
£ Jo

Hence we have by the Borel-Cantelli lemma

|£2(M,7rn)-^4">|->0   a.e.

and because tj£ -*■ oo and therefore At<n> -^- AK a.e., we get S\M, rrn)-> Ax a.e.

Remark. The preceding lemma remains of course true if

(1) M is a continuous £2-martingale on the finite interval [0, £] with a.e.

absolutely continuous At and JJ EiÂf) dt <oo.

(2) 7Tn is a partition of [0, £] such that 2 |k„|| <co. By Doob [3] the martingales

of (1) are exactly the processes obtained as stochastic integrals j0fs dYis) where Y

is a 1-dimensional Brownian motion and fis such that J£ £/(4 dt<oo, both defined

on a possibly enlarged probability space. The relation between fand A is given by

At=fi2. For these stochastic integrals the assertion of Lemma 2.3 was proved in [7]

under the stronger assumption that lim,,.,«, ||wn||772 + l' = 0 for some 8>0.

3. Quadratic variation of potentials. We introduce some notations to be used

in this section and in §4 and §5. Let £2 be a Green domain Ç £„ (n ̂  2), dQ. its Martin

boundary and g its Green function. Let Y be Brownian motion on Q (J dQ.

stopped upon reaching dQ.; Px, Ex refer to this motion starting at x. As a-fields fy¡

(to be suppressed subsequently in the notation) we shall use ©t+, where the ©t's
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are the a-fields determined by the history of Y up to time t. Let £ be the first entry

time of Y into 80.. If B is any open set, let TB denote the first entry time of Y into

B. If/is an extended real-valued function on O, we let £2/ = {x;/(x)<co}. If/is

defined on O and has fine boundary function/*, we extend/to 80 by/*; and if

{trn} is a sequence of partitions given by 0=t¿n)< r{n)< ■ • • < t¡*)<co, we let

S2C/>n) = S2ifiiY),nn) =    2   {/(%>,)-AYS?)}2-
7=0

Now let pix) = J"n g(x, y)pidy) be a potential on O. We recall the following well-

known properties (see e.g. [8], [9]):

(i) /7* = 0.

00 P = 2"= i Pk, where the pk are continuous potentials which may assume the

value oo. (This follows e.g. from a theorem of Kishi which states that there is a

sequence £n f gfl of closed sets such that piF$) | 0 and J"^g(•,y)pidy) are

continuous potentials converging pointwise to p.)

(iii) O — Op is a polar set.

(iv) The first order derivatives of p exist a.e. (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) and are

locally integrable. These derivatives are the derivatives of p in distribution sense.

Also in distribution sense: Ap= —2p.

In view of (iii), O — Op is avoided by the T-paths and we may and shall consider Y

as a process with state space Op. Let rn = T{p>n). Then rn<rn+x and if x e Qp, then

£va.e., pi Y) is continuous (and finite) on [0, oo], which implies Px{rn -> oo} = 1.

The following two propositions answer the question of Doob decomposibility

of the supermartingale //(T).

Proposition 3.1. If p. lives on a polar set, then for all n and all x e Op, the processes

{p( Ytai„), 0 ^ t ^ oo, Px} are martingales.

Proof. We prove the theorem first for continuous p (possibly assuming the value

oo). Fix xe Op. Since rx<r2 implies that /»(TtATl)=/»(TiAl2Atl), it is sufficient to

prove the theorem for sufficiently large n. But for sufficiently large n, x e {/» < 77}.

The set {/» < 77} is open and has /¿-measure 0. This implies that p is harmonic on

{/» < 77} and hence {pi TiAtn), 0 £ t á 00, Px} is a martingale.

For general p let p = ^pk where the pk are continuous and let r^ = TlPk>n).

Then for x e Op,

Exp(YtM„) = Ex^pkiYtMn) = ^ExpkiYtMn) = 2^MTiAl<i«£)AI„)
k k k

= ^Pk(x) =p(x).
k

Proposition 3.2. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) p. does not charge any polar set.

(2) limn_ œ nPx{rn < 00}=0 for all x e Qp.

(2') lim„_œ 7j£Ä{Tn<co} = 0/or some x e Op.
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(3) There exists a continuous homogeneous additive functional A of Y such that

EXAX =p(x)for all x e Qp.

If one, and hence all, of these conditions are satisfied then :

(a) A is determined uniquely (up to equivalence).

(b) If we let Mt =p( Yt) + At, then the processes {Mt, O^t^ao, Px) are martingales

for all x e D.P.

(c) lfifi=0 is a measurable function on Q, then for x e Qp,

Ex Çf(Y.)dA, =  f f(y)g(x,y)p(dy).
Jo Jo

Proof. Let us say that p fulfills condition (R) if the restriction of p to Clp is a

regular potential (of (Y, 1)) in the sense of [1], i.e. if Exp(YTn) -> Exp(YT) for all

x e Qj, and stopping times Tn f T. By VI,T20 in [5] and the continuity of the

K*0-Paths, (2) and (R) are equivalent. By IV-T3.13, IV-T2.13, VI-T3.1 in [1],

(R) implies (3), (a), (c). On the other hand (3) implies (R) by the remark preceding

IV, D3.2 in [1] and (b) by a simple calculation. Since for Brownian motion polar

sets and semipolar sets coincide, (1) implies (R) by VI,T3.5 in [1]. We want to

show now that one of the equivalent conditions (R), (2), (3) implies (1). If the

former conditions hold for/?, we know from VI-T3.5 in [1] that p does not charge

any polar set £Í2P. In order to show that p{y,p(y) = <x>} = 0, it is sufficient to prove

that

a(x) = g(x, y)p(dy) = 0.
J{y.p(.y) = «>}

But since q^p, the fact that (2) holds for p implies that (2) holds for q. Hence (3)

holds also for q. Let B be the continuous homogeneous additive functional of Y

corresponding to q by (3). Since by Proposition 3.1, {q(YtMn),0Stû<x>,Px} is a

martingale for all n and x e Q„, we get q(x) = ExBœ=0 for x e Q.q, hence q = 0.

We finish the proof of this proposition by showing that (2') implies (2). Let

x0 e Qp, and assume that lim,,.,,,, nPXo{rn<oo}=0. Assume first that p is con-

tinuous (possibly infinite). If also Xx e Q.p, then for some nlt x0, xx e{p<nx). For

n^n±, the functions nP.{rn <oo} are harmonic on the open set {p<nx} and we

have by Harnack's inequality nPXl{rn<ao}-^C-nPXo{Tn<co\ with C<co, which

implies lim,,-.,*, nPXl{Tn<oo} = 0. In the general case let p = ~2.pk where the pk are

continuous. Then x0e£lPlc and if r{k) = TxPk>n), then lim,,.,» nP^r^<oo}=0.

Therefore (2) and hence (3) hold for pk. Let Am be the A corresponding to pk by (3) ;

then the processes {pk( Yt) + Af\ 0 = t = co,Px} are martingales for xe QPk. Since

¿lpçC)k QP(t we conclude by VII, T32(l) and VI, T20 in [5] that (2) holds for p.

Remark. If the conditions of Proposition 3.2 hold for p, then (c) and the

"energy formula," VII, T23 in [5] imply

ExAl = 2EX f p(Ys)dAs = 2EX f p(YA dAs = 2 Í p(y)g(x, y)p(dy).
Jo Jo Ja
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On the other hand if pxix) = 2 j piy)gix, y)p*idy)£co, then conditions (l)-(3) of

Proposition 3.2 hold, since /»1(x0)<oo implies limn_œ n2PXo{rn< co} = 0. This can

be seen as follows. If/71(x0)<oo, then clearly x0 e Op. By the Frostman maximum

principle, which says that the supremum of a potential equals its supremum on the

support of the corresponding measure, we have for x e £2,

pix) â g(x,y)p(dy)+~
Jn/2<p z

Hence we get for x e {/> >n}, 1 ̂  (2/n) \nl2<p g(x, y)p(dy), which implies for xeO,

Px{rn<oo}á(2/n) )nl2<pgix, y)pidy), because Px{rn<oo} is the equilibrium poten-

tial at x of the open set {p > n}. We conclude

n2Px{rn < oo} ^ 4 f       piy)gix, y)pidy).
Jnl2<p

But the right side converges to 0 for x = x0 because J"n piy)gix0, y)v-idy) < oo,

which implies also p{y;piy) = oo} =0.

As a consequence of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain the following

Proposition 3.3. If pix)=J g(x, y)pidy) is a potential on O, then there is a

uniquely determined continuous homogeneous additive functional A of Y iconsidered

as process with state space Op) such that, for all n and all x e Op, the processes

{AY,MJ + AtMn,0 g t ¿oo,£J

are martingales. Moreover ExAnfkp(x).

Proof. By VI, P3.6 in [1], there is a unique decomposition p=p.x+p.2 where px

does not charge any polar set and p2 lives on a polar set. The proposition follows

from the two preceding propositions.

Remark. This proposition is the analogue of a theorem of K. Ito and S. Watanabe

about the representation of a nonnegative supermartingale as the sum of a local

martingale and an increasing process.

We shall prove now two lemmas which will be useful.

Lemma 3.4. If pix) = ( g(x, y)pidy) is a potential on O, then

2     P(y)g(x,y)p(dy) = p2(x)+\   |grad/»|2(.y)g(x,.y)i7>>.
Ja. Ja

Proof. Assume first that /» is bounded. Then p2 is a distribution and we obtain

(in distribution sense)

A(/»2) = 2|grad/»|2-4/»/i.

(It is not difficult to see that the application of the product rule in the preceding

differentiation is legitimate. In particular, |grad/7|2 is locally integrable, because

for a bounded potential p0 whose measure p0 has compact support, the energy
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J"n \gradp0\2(x)dx = const ¡npo(x)p0(dx) is finite.) If we now let v=px—p2 with

Px(x) = 2 Jp(y)g(x, y)p(dy), then At;= — 21grad/»|2 (in distribution sense), which

implies that v = u a.e. (Lebesgue measure), where u is superharmonic. Since v is

bounded, so is u, and hence the potential part of u, namely

P*(x) = j \gradp\2(y)g(x, y) dy.

Now let w=p2+p2. Then Aw=—App. Since w is lower semicontinuous and

bounded and w* = 0, we have w=px-

In the general case let

PÁx) = p(x) a n = j g(x, y)pn(dy)      (n ^ 3).

Then pn f p, and it is sufficient to prove :

(1) Urn j |gradpn\2g(x, y) dy = J |grad /?|2(j)g(x, >>) cfy,

(2) Hm \ pn(y)g(x, y)pn(dy) = \ p(y)g(x, y)p(dy).

(1) is proved as follows: gradp and gradpn exist for all x £ N where A/£ Q is a

set of Lebesgue measure 0; moreover if x$ N, then |grad^B|2(x)^ |gradpB+i|2(x)

¿\gradp\2(x), equality occurring for sufficiently large n. (1) follows from the

monotone covergence theorem.

(2) follows for any sequence pn(x)=$ g(x, y)pn(dy) \ p(x) from the remark

after Proposition 3.2 and VII, T62 and T63 in [5].

Remark. The preceding lemma and the proof of (2) imply that for any sequence

pn(x) = j g(x, y)pn(dy) f p(x), (1) is also true, for all xe Q„. (1) and (2) can be

interpreted as analogues of a classical theorem on the convergence of the energy

of potentials.

Lemma 3.5. Let p(x) = { g(x, y)p(dy) be a potential on Q. and assume that

PÁx) = 2 J p(y)g(x, y)p(dy) £ co

or equivalently that /?2(x) = { \gradp\2(y)g(x,y)dy^ao. Let A be the continuous

homogeneous additive functional associated with p by Proposition 3.2. If we let

Mt =p( Yt) + At, then for all x e QPl = Q„ n QP2, the processes

\Mt2- £AC |grad p\\YA ds,0 = t = co,Px\

are martingales.
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Proof. By the remark following Proposition 3.2, A is well defined by Proposition

3.2. Moreover, £xAf2 =EXA2X =pxix)<oo if x e QPl. The functional

*\gradp\2iYa)dsJJo10

is also well defined, because grad/7 exists a.e. on O (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure);

moreover,
/•(At

Ex        |grad/»|2(Ts) ds g //2(x) < oo   if x £ Op
Jo

We have Mf =Pxi Y) -p2i Y) + 2Atpi Y) + A2. Now, for xe QPl,

(1) {Pi( Y) + 2$oP(Ys) dAs, 0<:t<:co,px}isa martingale because 2 j'0piYs) dAs

is a continuous homogeneous additive functional of Y and 2EX ¡^ pi Ys) dAs

= ExAl=pxix).

(2) {p2(Yt)+ftK |grad/»|2(Ts) ds, O^f^oo, £,} is a martingale.

(3) {Atpi Y) + \A2 - j0 pi Ys) dAs, 0 á t S oo, Px} is a martingale, because

={**-/."
p(Ys)dAs\%t

= iA?+AtEYtAœ+iEYtAl- ÇpiYs)dAs-Eyt PpiYs)dAs
Jo Jo

= ±Af + AtpiYt)-CpiYs)dAs.
Jo

The lemma follows from (1), (2), (3).

Theorem 3.6. Let pix)=¡ g(x, y)p{dy) be a potential on O, let

S2io>) = ^\gradp\2iYs)ds

and let

EXS2 = J|grad/»|2O0ir(x, y) dy = /»2(x).

(a) If x e Op, then S2 < oo, Px-a.e.

(b) If x e Op, then S2ip, nn) -> S2 in Px-probability for every sequence {n^ such

that ||irn|| -> 0 and tjg -* oo.

(c) If x e Op n 0P2, then S2ip, 7rn) -*■ S2 in £1(i3x)-norm for every sequence {trn}

such that ||wn|| -»■ 0 and t™ -*■ oo.

(d) IfxeQpn 0P2 and ifj |grad/»|4g(*, y) dy<co, then 52(/», nn) -> S2, Px-a.e.

for every sequence {trn} such that 2 ||7rn|| <oo, tj£ —> oo.

Proof. Let A be the continuous homogeneous additive functional associated

with /» by Proposition 3.3. Let Mt=piY) + At. Then

s\p,nn)= 2 iMtfil-Mtfif+ 2 (Am-A^y
i-0 i-o

kn-l

-2 2 (Mt^-M^iAtf^-At^).
7 = 0
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If x e Qp, and || 7rB|| -> 0, then

fcn-l

2 (Awx-Atr)2->0   Px-a.e.
1 = 0

and
ic„-i

2 (Mt(A\-Mt<»)(A-Aty+\)-+0   Px-a.e.
1 = 0

This follows from the fact that the first sum is majorized by Am ■ sup^- (Atf¡x — At<<»)

and the absolute value of the second one is majorized by ^m-sup;- \Mtyi1-Mtf>\

and P^-a.e., both A .(«j) and Mfoi) are continuous and hence uniformly continuous

on [0, oo].

If x e £2P n Q.P2 and ||iTn|| -> 0, then also

r"n-l

E*{Z (Awx-M>)*}-+°

and
fcn-l

2 (MtW, - MtfXA^ - AtM) 0.

This follows from the fact that the integrands converge to 0 Px-a.e. and are

majorized by A\ and Am(Aœ + suptp(Yt)) respectively; from p. 142 in [5] we have

^{suPí p( Yt)}2 Í 4EXA% = 4Px(x).

We therefore have to discuss

52(M,7r„)=   2  (Mt^-M^)2.
1=0

Proof of (a) and (b). Let M¡^ = MtAXn for O^r^oo where rn = Tlp>n}. Then by

Proposition 3.3, {M¡n\ 0 = t = oo, Px} is a martingale for xeQp. We shall prove

that S2(M™, TTk)-^pj^ \grad p\2(Ys) ds in P*-probability. This is trivial if

x e {p > n} ; so we may assume that x e{p^ n}. In view of Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient

to prove that

M^-T   " |grad/>|2(rs)¿.y, 0 ú tú co,Px

is a martingale. This is seen as follows: Letpn=p A n, and let A(n) he the continuous

homogeneous additive functional associated with pn, and let Nt(n) =pn( Yt) + A\n\

Then by Lemma 3.5,

V)2-|o'AC |grad/>n|2(rs) ds, 0 g t = oo, Pxj

is a martingale, hence

{n&Z - £A   U |grad/>„|2(rs) ds, 0 è t = oo, Px}
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is a martingale. But N^¡n = M¡n\ Px-a.e., because £,-a.e., p¿YtMw) = N¡%n-Afi>H,

/'n(TtA,n)=/?(TtAtn) = A£<n)-/liAl„ and the decomposition of /?„(TiAIn) is unique.

Also

/>tAInA{ /"JAlnA?

\grad Pn\2iY)ds= |grad/7|2(Ts)&.
Jo Jo

Hence {Af((n,2-f0A'"A!: |grad/»|2(Ts) ds, 0^/goo, Px} is a martingale, and

(X) S\M™, nk) -> PnAC |grad/7|2(Ts) *
Jo

in £vprobability as k -> oo, if x e £2„.

For the remainder of the proof we use an argument of the proof of Theorem 6.2

in [6]. If xe Op, then

(XX) Px{\S2iM, TTk)-S2iM*\ 7Tfc)|  > e} á £,{rn < oo} -> 0

uniformly in /c. Because of

Px{\S2iM,nk2)-S2iM,TTk¡)\  >e}è Px{\S\M,rtk2)-S2iM^,rrk2)\  > e/3}

+ Px{\S2iM^,nk2)-S2iM^,7rkl)\  > Ej3}

+Px{\S2iM^,nkl)-S2iM,nkl)\  > e/3}

we conclude that there is a real-valued random variable f such that S\M, Trfc) -> |

in ^-probability as k -> oo. From (X) and (XX) we obtain

£*{| £-£""'|grad/»|2(Ts)* > 4 ^/»,{tb<oo}-».0

and therefore Ç = j0 |grad /»[2( T"s) ds=S2. This proves (a) and (b).

Proof of (c) and (d). If QPl = Op n 0P2 ̂  0, then p. does not charge any polar

set and {Mt, 0 ̂  / á oo, £J is a martingale for x e £2„. Now (c) follows from Lemmas

2.1 and 3.5, (d) from Lemmas 2.3 and 3.5.

Remark. The random variable S2 is in general not a constant on T-paths

converging to a fixed boundary point. For example let O = £n(/j > 2) and let p be

the potential of a measure living on a polar set = £„. Here r3Q = {co}, ExS2=p2ix)

= oo, whereas, for x e Op, S2<oo Px-a.e.

4. Quadratic variation of harmonic functions. We start by introducing some

notations. Let On f O, On compact = O ; let £n be the life-time of T in On.

If 77 is harmonic on O and r^l, let ||//||r(x) = supQn3A: £x|/i(TCn)|r. The following

facts are well known :

(1) The value of ||/i||r(x) is independent of the particular sequence {On}; moreover

||/7r||(x)<oo for all x or ||/i||r(x)sco.

(2) || AI !< oo iff h is the difference of two positive harmonic functions. In this

case h has a fine boundary function 77*.
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(3) If r > 1, then ||n||r<oo iff n is the Dirichlet solution corresponding to an

^-boundary fonction n* (JS?r w.r.t. harmonie measure co on 8Q,). In this case:

\\h\\l(x) = Ex\h*(YJ\' =  f    \h*(y)\'co(x,dy).
Jen

Remark. If n is harmonie on Í2, then ||n||2<oo iff Jn \grad h\2(y)g(x, y) dy <ao

for some xe Q. (and hence for all x e Í2). This follows from

||n|||(x)-n2(x) =  f  Igradnl^gix,;^.
Ja

The preceding equation follows from the Riesz decomposition of the restriction of

the subharmonic function n2 to Q„, where £î„ t ^> ^n compact £ Q.

Theorem 4.1. Ler n èe harmonic on Q. and let S2=P0 |grad /.|2(ys) ¿fa.

(a) If h is the difference of two positive harmonic functions or equivalently if

||n||1<oo, then for all x e Í2, 52<oo Px-a.e. and S2(h, nn) -► 52 in P„-probability

for \nn\^0 and t^-^ca.

(b) For r > 1, there are positive finite numbers ar and ßr, independent of Q, h and x,

such that

arExSr ï ||n-n(x)|r(x) 5¡ ßTExS'.

If || n || r < oo or equivalently ESr<co then for all xeQ., S(h, irn) -> 5 in Lr(Px)-norm

for Ki-*0 and *£>->oo.
(c) // £'X52 = J |grad n|2(j)g(x, j)í/j<oo (or equivalently if ||n||2<oo) anrf if

\ |grad A|4(>>)g(x, j) dy<co, then for all xeQ, 52(n, wn)^>.S2,Px-a.e.forJi \\irn\\ <oo

anrf íín) ->- co.

Remark. The integrals in (c) converge for all x e £2 or for none.

Proof, (a) Let rn = T{m>n). Because P^-a.e., h(Yt) is finite and continuous on

[0, oo], Px{t„<oo}^0 for all xe Q. Let M^=h(YtAtn). We show first that, for

all x e £2, 52(Af (n>, nk) -> f0At" |grad n|2(Ts) <fc in Px-probability. This is trivial if

\h(x)\ ^n. We may assume therefore that \h(x)\ <n. It is clear that

{Min\ 0 ¿ t <, oo, Px)

is a continuous bounded martingale. In view of Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to show

that for all xeQ.,

(X) W>2-£"nAC |grad h\\ Y.) ds, 0 £ t g oo, P*}

is a martingale. Now if Q„is the component of the open set{|n| <n} which contains

x and if g„ is its Green function, then, for y e QB,

Ey rM |grad h\2( YA ds =  f    |grad n|2(z)g„(>>, z) dz
Jo Jan

- fiSíy)-*^) < co,
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where £"2" is the harmonic function on Qn which has as boundary function the

restriction of h2. This implies that (X) is a martingale. To finish the proof of (a)

we observe that for xeO,

Px{\S2iM^,rtk)-S2iM,rtk)\  > e} ^ Px{rn < CO} -* 0,

uniformly in k, and repeat the last argument in the proof of (a) and (b) of Theorem

3.6.

(b) If ||A||r<co, then {A( Y), 0 S t è oo} is a continuous martingale and

E,\K7m)\r - £*|A*(yt)|' < co.

The £r-convergence of S\h, 7rn) and the inequality for the moments follow from

Theorem 6.2 in [6].

If |A||r = co, the left inequality for the moments is trivial; but it is also not

difficult to see that ||A||r = co implies ExSr=co. Let On f O, On compact ££i,

x e On and let £n be the life-time of Y in On. Then h is bounded on On and

atn V2(   \grad h\2iYa) dsj   ■

Letting 77 -> oo, we get co = ExSr.

(c) Here the processes {A( Y), 0 g / g oo, Px} and

|a2(T()-£AC |grad A|2(TS) ds, 0 ¿ t á oo, £*}

are martingales for xeO, and the assertion follows from Lemma 2.3.

Remark. If we let r=2« in (b) of the preceding theorem then we get estimates

for harmonic functions which can be formulated in strictly nonprobabilistic

language. Recall that the constants a2n and ß2n are independent of O.

5. Generalization of a formula by K. Ito. We are now able to give a generaliza-

tion of a classical formula by K. Ito. According to Ito we have for a function

u e C2(£n), for all x e Rn, Px-a.e.

uiY)-uiY0) = /»,-£ grad a(T.) dY,+± £ (A«)(TS) ds.

Here Tis Brownian motion on £n. In the following we denote by Y again Brownian

motion on a Green domain £2=£„, stopped upon reaching 80.

Theorem 5.1. (a) If p is a potential on O and A the continuous homogeneous

additive functional corresponding to p by Proposition 3.3 then, for x e Qp, Px-a.e.,

(x) PÍYt)-piY0) = Px-^' grad/>(Ts) dYs-At

(b) If h is a harmonic function on O such that \\h\\x <co, then for xeO, Px-a.e.,

fíAÍ
K Yt) - hi T0) = Px-J     grad A( Y) ■ dYs.
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An immediate consequence of this theorem is the following

Corollary 5.2. Let u be the difference of two positive superharmonic functions

on Q. If \u(x)\ <oo, then Px-a.e.

u( Yt)-u( Yo) =PX- fAC grad u( Ys)-dYs-Ct

where C is the difference of two (nonnegative) continuous homogeneous additive

functionals of Y (with state space {x e Q u 3£2; |m(x)| <°o}).

Proof of Theorem 5.1(a).

(1) We assume first that p e C2(Q). Let Qk \ £2, Qk compact ç£2, xeQ*.

Denote by t,k the life-time of Tin L\. It is easy to see that the classical Ito formula

(o)       p(Yt«k)-P(x) = Px-jo     grad p(YA-dYs+^^     Ap(Ys) ds   Px-a.e.

is valid. But by Theorem 3.6(a), p0 \gradp\2(Ys) ds<co Px-a.e. Hence we obtain

(x) with At = — \ JpAC Ap( Y A ds by taking in (o) the limits in P^-probability as
&-> oo.

(2) Assume now that p is a bounded potential on £2. We shall see first that for

any nondecreasing sequence of potentials pn f p, we have grad/?n)e -> grad/> a.e.

(w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) for a subsequence pnic: Let B be any closed ball in £2,

and let p'n,p' be the potentials obtained from pn,p by a "sweeping out" process

with respect to B. The potentials p'n, p' are bounded, and the associated measures

(living on B) have finite total mass. Therefore p'n,p' have finite energy; and since

p'n f p', we get jfi |grad (p'n-p')\\x) dx -> 0. But on B, p'n=pn and p'=p, and we

get grad pnic -*■ grad p a.e. in the interior of B, for some sequence nk. The rest

follows from a diagonal argument. Now let p„,be a nondecreasing sequence of

potentials such thatp„ e C2(Q), pn f p. We may assume that grad pn ->■ grad p a.e.

on £2. Now firstly, (x) is valid for pn. Secondly, Atn)= -\ \\^ txpn(YA ds -+ At in

L2(Px)-norm because, by VII, T36 in [5], EX{A{£ — Ax}2 -^-0 and by Proposition

(3.3) A^ = Ex{A^%}-pA[Yt) and At = Ex{A^t}-p(Yt), Px-a.e. We conclude

therefore that Px-P0Al: Er&dpn(Ys)dYs converges in L2(P*)-norm. If we denote by

q the transition function of Y on £2 and let gt(x, y) = JO qs(x, y) ds, this implies

sup      |grad(/>B+fc-/>n)|2(yOgt(x,j/)i/>'
fc   Ja

r /»(At í"íaí

= sup EA        grad pn+k( Ys) ■ d Ys -\      grad pn( Ys) ■ d Ys
k (Jo Jo

->0.

But since grad pn -> grad p a.e. on Q, we obtain

| grad (p -pn) 12(jOg((x, y) dy -> 0.
Ja
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The left side equals

£,|J      grad/7(Ts)-¿Ts-Jo    grad/»n(Ts)¿T5j •

We have therefore f0AC grad /»„(Ys) dYs-> f0AC grad /»(Ys) ■ dYs in £2(£x)-norm. We

conclude that (x) is valid for /».

(3) If finally /» is an arbitrary potential on O, let pn=P A /7. Then, for all x e O,

( + ) /»n(Tí)-Mx) = £ACgrad/7n(Ts)í/Ts-^t'"   £x-a.e.,

where Am is the continuous homogeneous additive functional corresponding to pn

by Proposition 3.2. Now for x e Op, ¡0 |grad /»|2( Ys) ds<m Px-a.e., and we conclude

from |grad/»n|2 f |grad/»|2 a.e. (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) that

¡M gradPniYs)-dYs^ Ç" gradPiYs)-dYs
Jo Jo

in £vprobability. Moreover if the measure corresponding to p does not charge

any polar set and if A is the continuous homogeneous additive functional corre-

sponding to /» by Proposition 3.2, then Af ->■ At in £vprobability for x e Op.

On the other hand, if the measure corresponding to p lives on a polar set, then

A[n) -> 0 in ^-probability for x e Op. In either case we obtain (x) by taking in

(+) the limit in ^-probability as n -> oo ; for general p, we obtain (x) by using the

decomposition in the proof of Proposition 3.3.

Proof of Theorem 5.1(b).   The proof follows by the same argument as in the first

part of the preceding proof.
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